White Paper: 6 steps to starting
a successful Industrial Data &
AI project
Industry 4.0, Is it really all about data and what we do with it?
AI and ML brings various beneﬁts to production as well as maintenance and
quality.
In Production. AI enables machines and units to become self-optimised
systems that adjust their parameters in real time by continuously
analysing and learning from current and historical data. Already, some
steel producers are using AI to enable furnaces to autonomously
optimise their settings. AI analyses the material composition of iron
intake and identiﬁes the lowest temperature for stable process
conditions, thereby reducing overall energy consumption. In another
important use case in production, robots enhanced with intelligent
image-recognition capabilities will be able to pick up unsorted parts in
undeﬁned locations, such as from a bin or a conveyor belt.
Maintenance. AI supports predictive maintenance, for example, avoiding
breakdowns by replacing worn parts on the basis of their actual
condition. AI will continuously analyse and learn from data that the
machines generate.
Quality. Producers can use AI to help detect quality issues as early as
possible. Vision systems use image recognition technology to identify

defects and deviations in product features. Because these systems can
learn continuously, their performance improves over time.

For the full white paper please contact Asim Majid
asim.majid@smartia.tech

AI & Big Data Expo Global 2019
Mauro Arruda, PhD CEO of Smartia Ltd will be presenting at the upcoming AI & Big
Data Expo Global 2019 event at the Olympia, London on 25th-26th April 2019.
Smartia will also be exhibiting, so please pop over to stand 137 to learn more about
how Smartia provides scalable AI for industry

Digital Transformation: How to avoid the ﬁve common pitfalls
Global competition, shifting customer demands and a surge in digitalisation are
just some of the trends changing the face of modern manufacturing. To keep up
with this change of pace, many manufacturers are now starting out on their own
digital transformation journeys. While there is no magic formula, there are some
common stumbling blocks, which can be avoided.
Click on the image to get the full story from The Manufacturer

About Smartia...

How Artiﬁcial Intelligence is reforming the manufacturing
industry
The manufacturing sector has been a zealous user of up-to-date industrial
sciences like robotics and mechanisation for years. Therefore, Artiﬁcial
Intelligence (AI) is the next tread for the industry to enhance engineering
design, productivity, speed up shop ﬂoor operations and reduce production
cost.
Click on the the image to get the full story from Analytics Insight

Smartia Ltd in the IOT Tribe 2019 cohort

Smartia were selected to be part of the equity-free accelerator for market ready
industrial technology start-ups!
Click on the image to learn more about the IOT Tribe

Catch you next time...!
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